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Mind the gap

The vicious circle of measuring automobile fuel
use

Lee Schipper, Maria Josefina Figueroa, Lynn Price and
Molly Espey

We review the circularity between estimates of
automobile use, fuel consumption and fuel in-
tensity. We find that major gaps exist between
estimates of road gasoline, the quantity most
often used to represent automobile fuel use in
economic studies of transport fuel use, and the
actual sales data of gasoline, diesel and other
fuels used for automobiles. We note that signifi-
cant uncertainties exist in values of both the
number of automobiles in use and the distance
each is driven, which together yield total auto-
mobile use. We present our own calculations for
total automobile fuel use for a variety of O ECD
countries. We comment briefly on the impact of
these gaps on econometric estimates of the price

and income elasticities of automobile fuel use.
We show that improper use of the circularity
o fret,,, leads to gross errors in estimating fuel
intensity and other indicators of energy use for
personal transport.

Keywords: Automobiles; Fuel use; Fuel intensity

Automobiles are significant sources of air pollution
as well as C02, a major greenhouse gas. They use as
much as two-thirds of the liquid fuels consumed by
the transport sector. Not surprisingly, then, auto-
mobile fuel use is subject to scrutiny by a wide range
of policy makers. Many policy measures to restrain
automobile fuel use have been discussed, usually
focusing on pricing and fiscal policies) The question

Lee Schipper, Maria Josefina Figueroa and Lynn Price are
with International Energy Studies, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, University of California, 1 Cyclotron Road,
90~300, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. Molly Espey is with
the Department of Agricultural Economics, University of
California, Davis, CA 95616, USA.

naturally arises, ’How much would change in auto-
mobile fuel prices change consumption?’

To answer this question, important insights can be
gained through statistical studies of past gasoline
use. Cross-country time series studies offer some of
these insights. Since real fuel prices within any given
country have changed so little over a period of
decades, differences between countries may also
offer some guidance as to the impacts of large price
differences on consumption.2

Unfortunately, obtaining data that accurately re-
flect actual fuel consumed iv. transportation is one of
the most serious problems in analysing energy use.
The problem is particularly acute for international
studies of energy use by automobiles. In this paper,
’automobiles’ or ’cars’ means automobiles and, for
the USA and Denmark, personal light trucks and
vans, which make up a significant portion of person-
al vehicles in those countries. ’Fuel intensity’ means
fuel use per kilometre; ’fuel economy’ means
kilometres per unit of fuel used. Improved/worsened
fuel economy means greater/lesser fuel economy or,
conversely, lower/higher fuel intensity respectively.

In the course of our project, The Future of the
Automobile in an Environmentally, Constrained
World,2 we devoted more than two person-years just
to the collection of data on all aspects of transpor-
tation activity and energy use.3 The structure of fuel
use that we found was considerably different from
that based on the traditional international sources of
data. Thus, we believe that the lack of accurate and
accessible national dala has led to a major gap in our
understanding of automobile fuel use.

Many problems cloud the determination of the
structure of fuel use for automobiles. Among these
are uncertainties over the actual number of vehicles
in circulation, uncertainties over the definition of
vehicle, ie whether fight trucks, mopeds, motor-
cycles, or other vehicles are included in the popu|a-
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tion, uncertamhes over how far these vehtcles are
driven, and uncertmntms over how much gasohne,
diesel fuel, and other fuel ~s actually consumed in
transport (m correctly counted fuel taxed as trans-
port fuel and fuel that m~ght have been consumed as
such but not taxed). In this paper we discuss the
most important problems inherent in measuring the
fuel consumption of automobiles. The first problem
we address is the result of the almost universal use of
data on total gasoline consumption, as presented in
national energy balances or’published by the Orga-
nisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) as a proxy for fuel consumed 
automobiles. We identify a difference between
actual fuel consumed and that reflected in the data
on total gasoline consumption most easily available
to analysts. We then address the more general
problem of measuring automobile fuel use and fuel
intensity. We show that the circularity among fuel
consumed, distance travelled, number of cars, and
fuel use per car of kiiometre travelled can hide
serious errors in many analyses. We review some of
the difficulties inherent in measuring these descrip-
tors of automobile use. We then note some implica-
tions of these difficulties for previously published
analyses. We review briefly the related problem of
the gap between tests of fuel intensity of cars and
actual on-road fuel intensity. From our review of
major studies in OECD countries, however, we
conclude that data exist from within most OECD
countries that permit a reasonably accurate descrip-
tion of the number of cars, the distance they travel,
their fuel economy and the fuel they use. In short,
the gaps in our knowledge can be filled.

Measures of automobile fuel use

International analyses of automobile fuel use com-
monly use ’gasoline’ listed under ’road fuels’ in
OECD balances or United Nations publications as
their dependent variable. 4 While the OECD bal-
ances do not fully list their sources or definitions,
our experience with OECD, IEA and national au-
thorities suggests that national authorities send the
OECD information from their own national bal-
ances, the same national sources we use in the
present work. In virtually alI of these national bal-
ances, ’road fuels’ means fuel for automobiles,
motorcycles, buses, trucks and other miscellaneous
vehicles. These fuels are usually disaggregated into
gasoline, diesel, liquid petroleum gases (LPG), and
any other fuels actually used in road traffic. Data are
supplied by fuel suppliers and marketers. Since all
fuels for road use are taxed, often at many levels

(federal, state or province, posstbly cvcn local), total
sales of each tend to be reimbty recorded s Thus,
’gasoline" listed under ’road luck" ~hould be just
that aa accurate ptcture of all gasohne sales for use
on roads by all vehtcles. Whde some gasohne bound
for boats or agricultural vehmles may ultimately be
used in road vehicles, this problem does not appear
to be significant anywhere.

For diesel, however, the ptcture is more comph-
cated. Road diese[ can be used without road taxes
for construction and agricultural uses. The fact that
light heating oil and road diesel fuel are the same
chemical can lead to significant leakage from indus-
try or households to transportation or vice versa,
depending on the relative taxation, as we found in a
study of Denmark.6 Thus diesel oil statistics must be
viewed with caution.

Unfortunately, data reported for gasoline, which
we will call ’total road gasoline’, even if correctly
representing road fuel, give a poor representation of
total fuel consumed by automobiles alone, since this
gasoline also fuels trucks, buses, and motorcycles.
Thus, total road gasoline consumption overstates
actual gasoline use for automobiles, which we will
call ’automobile gasoline’. But automobiles also use
diesel, and in a few cases (Denmark, Holland, Italy,
the USA) they use LPG, CNG or even alcohol fuels.
Thus, automobile gasoline understates ’automobile
fuels’. Could these two problems cancel? We will
show that the effects usually do not cancel. Indeed,
we will show that total road gasoline consumption is
a poor indicator of automobile fuel use.

Table 1 shows the figures for total road gasoline
use listed under ’road gasoline’ by each country’s
national balance. We use national sources and
national conversion units from volumetric data (in
tonnes or litres) to petajoules (P J). Fuels 
counted generally using the lower heating value for
gasoline (31-32 MJ/I with the UK the most common
exception to this convention) and 35.6 MJ/I for
diesel fuel. Our sources, which use national energy
balances directly, are Germany’s Verkehr in Zahlen,
the Japanese Agency for National Resources and
Energy’s Comprehensive Energy Statistics, AGIP
(the Italian state oil company) and Italy’s energy
balances, the LIK Digest of Energy Statistics, the
French Tableaux des Consummations d’Energie en
France (published by l’Observatoire d’Energie of the
Ministry of Industry), the Norwegian Bureau of
Statistics’ Energistatistikk, the Danish Energy Agen-
cy’s Danmarks EnergistrCmme and the Transport
Ministry’s Transportstatistik, 7 the Dutch Central
Bureau of Statistics’ Manaadstatistiek verkeer ea
vervoer June 199l and earlier years, the Swedish
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The vtctou~ circle of measuring autorno6lle fuel u.se

Bureau of Statistics" Energtf6rsOr/ning (fourth quar-
ter and yearly reports), and the US Department oi"
Energy State Energy Data System national tables.

Table I also shows automobile gasoline consump-
tion as derived in our study or compiled from leading
national energy and transport authorities. For ex-
ample, the German, Dutch and French figures come
from the same sources as the energy balance data.
The US figures come from the Transportation Ener-
gy Data Book.8 Figures for Denmark were worked
out by the Ministry of Transportation for a forth-
coming data book;9 those for Norway worked out by
Esso of Norway and the Institute for Transport
Economics;1° those for Sweden by LBL based on
material published by the former Transportrfidet
(Transportation Council) from I980 and the Nation-
al Board of Industry for 1970-76.n Italian figures
were developed by A. Liberati of Agip, based on
data supplied by Agip and the Ministry of Trans-
portation. Figures for the UK were published by the
Energy Technology Support Unit and communi-
cated by Martin, as well as by P. Hughes of the Open
University and Sorrell. lz Figures for Japan come
from the Japanese Ministry of Transportation and
the Japanese Institute of Energy Economics.t3

Dutch figures from 1984 are published by the Cen-
tral Bureau of Statistics, which also supplied esti-
mates of figures for fuel use by type and vehicle type
t970-84.14 Each source is considered the most au-
thoritative in its respective country.

Finally, we show the share of automobile fuel (by
energy content) that is diesel fuel. For Denmark and
Italy, a small amount of LPG is included with
gasoline. For Italy, a small amount of CNG is also
included. For Holland, LPG made up as much as
10% of total fuel use for automobiles. These third
and fourth fuels are included with gasoline. As our
data base of Holland is still under study, we omit
these figures from Table 1. By the late !980s diesel
assumed a significant share of automobile fuel.
Whereas figures for total gasoline far overestimated
auto fuel use in the early 1970s, the two tended to
converge or even cross by the late 1980s. Clearly
there is a fuel use gap represented by these often
striking divergences.

The fuel use gap

The phrase ’fuel use gap’ refers to the differences
between various measures or estimates of auto-
mobile fuel use (total road gasoline, automobile
gasoline and automobile fuel) in analyses of auto-
mobile fuel consumption. For example, using total
road gasoline to infer automobile gasoline overesti-

mates fuel consumed by pa%cngcr ,mlomobdcs (and
pcrsonal hght trucks) by var,ous amounl~, In 1973,
the difference was a full 47% m Japan and between
12% and 27% m every other country we stud,cd
except Germany, where the error was only 6% By
1988, the overestimation had dechned in every coun-
try except in Germany, although the rates of decline
varied considerably. The excess m the eight other
countries in 1988 lay between t0% and 26%. In
Germany the excess remained nearly the same.
Thus, total road gasoline dearly overstated auto-
mobile gasoline for every country we examined
during the period 1970--89.

The share of automobile gasoline in total auto-
mobile fuel has also varied. Here the trend is clear
everywhere: the share of automobile gasoline has
fallen, largely being replaced by diesel fuel In the
early 1970s, diesel was used mostly in taxis and a few
private cars with high yearly driving distances. By
the end of the 1980s, diesel vehicles in many coun-
tries had made significant inroads into the world of
the family car. As noted above, LPG and even CNG
have appeared as third or even fourth fuels in a few
countries. However, the penetration of these
alternative fuels is very uneven. For example, in
1988 diesel was around I% of all fuels used by
automobiles in the USA (diesel fuel peaked at
approximately 5% in 1980, according to references
cited by ORNL) and was less than 5% in Sweden,
Norway and the UK. But by 1988, diesel had risen to
around 20--25% of all automobile fuel in Germany
and France, and well over 26% in Italy. Finally, 4%
of the automobile fuel use in Italy in 1988 was LPG
or CNG. By 1988, therefore, use of automobile
gasoline figures clearly underestimated the fuel use
by motorists in many of the countries we have
studied.

Since the quantity of total road gasoline is always
greater than automobile gasoline, whiIe the amount
of automobile gasoline consumed underestimates
total automobile fuels, we might presume that these
effects cancel. However, this is not the case. Instead,
the effects combine in a perverse way: the difference
between total road gasoline and automobile gasoline
was greatest in the early 1970s, when the use of
gasoline for vehicles other than cars was highest and
the use of fuels other than gasoline for automobiles
was small. In the late 1980s, by contrast, the differ-
ence between total road gasoline and automobile
gasoline was much smaller, but automobile gasoline
held an increasingly smaller share of automobile
fuels. This means that the growth in total road
gasoline use almost always understates the growth in
automobile fuel use.

1178 ENERGY POLICY December 1993
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Figure 1. OECD automobile fuel: ’total road gasoline’ and

all auto fuels.
Key: ~ USA; -O-U- Italy; -A-A- Japan; -0-0-
Germany; -I-I- Norway; -~k-&- Sweden; -0-0- France;
-¢-¢- Denmark; -x-x- UK

Source: Road gasoline from national balances.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of total road gasoline to
automobile fuels consumed for the 1970-90 period.
It can be seen that for almost every country shown
the ratio falls significantly over time. Figure 2 com-
pare:; average growth rates in total road gasoline and
automobile fuels over the entire period° In eight of
nine countries, automobile fuel use grew more
rapidly than that of total road gasoline. The differ-
ence:s in growth rates ranged from as little as 0.4%
per 3pear (UK) to as much as 3.3% per year (Italy).
Because of the importance of diesel fuel in France,
Germany and Italy, total road gasoline underesti-
mates automobile fuel after 1979 (after 1987 in
France). The error widens to as much as 26% for
Italy in 1988. Only in Sweden is the reverse true, and
the ,difference there is small, 0.1% per year.~s In
general, then, we can conclude that total road
gasoline does not accurately represent the fuel used
by automobiIes and personal light trucks in the
OECD countries we studied.

The rise of diesel fuel use bears further comment.
As Table 1 shows, the share of this fuel in several
counxries became significant in the late 1980s. This
diesel fuel is almost always priced significantly lower
than gasoline.~6 This means that the average price
paid for ,automobile fuel in Italy, Germany and
France was significantly lower than the average price
for gasoline only. These price differences must have
played an important role in encouraging the spread
of diesel. The result is that consumers paid less for
their fuel, on average, than for gasoline alone.

Table 1 also shows the real price of gasoline
(regular) and the real price of diesel, both expressed

5 -

USA France |ta~y Norway Denmark

Japan Germany UK Sweden

Figure 2. Road gasoline and auto fuels use in the OECD:
growth rates 1973-90.

Key: ~ Auto fuel; 7Z Total road gasoline

Source: The ratios for Italy, Japan and UK correspond to
1973-88.

in US$/1. We used the consumer price index of each
country, base 1980, to convert to real local currency,
then the purchasing power parity conversion rate to
convert to 1980 US$. Additionally, the table shows
the average price of motor fuel weighted by the
quantities consumed (in li~res) and the actual energy
content of a litre of fuel, which is higher for diesel.
This price is then expressed as the energy equivalent
of a litre of gasoline. These weighted average fuel
prices are also shown in Figure 3. In some countries,
the differences between the price of gasoline and the
weighted prices of gasoline and diesel are large, z7
This means that the shift to diesel leads to a lower
weighted average price, all else equal, than if the
share of diesel and gasoline had remained constant.
Thus the price of gasoline alone overstates the price
drivers pay for fuel in every country, and the amount

1.0

I0.8

.~ 06

1970 197~ i97a "1982 1986 1990

Figure 3. Real average fuel prices, weighted for gasoline
and diesel.
Key: ~ USA; -O-D- Italy; -A-A- Japan; -O-Q-
Germany; -I-I- Norway; -A-A- Sweden; -0-0- France;

-~-¢- Denmark; -X-×o UK
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of that overstatement increases over t~me. This shift
to diesel also contributes to the fact lhat tl~e real
price of ’fuel’ m 1988 or 1989 was close to its 1973
value in every country except Italy.

One final distort~on affects any calculations that
rely on the price of fuel actually prod. A significant
(ie greater than 15%) number of drivers in Sweden,
Holland, Germany and the UK have company car
privileges, paying only income tax for the use of the
car that falls far short of the real costs of acquisition
and ownership.~8 These.cars are used like private
cars, as distinct from cars that companies have in
their own fleets for employees’ use during actual
work. First-time users keep these cars for relatively
short times, typically two years, hence company cars
occupy a higher share of new car purchases than they
do in the stock as a whole. In Sweden and the UK
the new car markets are virtually driven by company
cars, and these cars are heavier and driven farther
than are truly private cars. Also, drivers rarely pay
for their fuel directly, which extends this distortion.
Since there is ample evidence that these cars are
both larger or more powerful than ’private’ cars and
driven significantly farther, t9 their existence has a
measurable impact on fuel consumption and total
travel. This should be considered in econometric
modelling of automobile use and fuel consumption.
We will investigate this important distortion in forth-
coming work.

Our brief analysis of gasrline and fuel use for
automobiles and other vehicles has clear conclu-
sions. First, total road gasoline is an inaccurate
proxy for the fuels used by personal automobiles and
light trucks. Only in the USA and Germany are the
errors roughly constant, ie within 2 percentage
points above a mean value for the period of 1970-90.
For other countries, the error differs among coun-
tries and varies over time with differing rates be-
tween countries. The rate of growth in use of
automobile fuels was greater than that of total road
gasoline in eight of the nine countries we studied.
Second, gasoline provides a decreasing share of
automobile fuels, particularly in France, Germany
and Italy. This trend means that the price of gasoline
gives a poor representation of the price motorists
pay for fuels. Alternatively, ignoring the impact of
alternative fuels in these countries ignores an
important response to changing fuel prices in these
countries.

The degree to which total road gasoline overstates
automobile fuel use decreases over time. That is, the
use of gasoline for vehicles other than automobiles,
which is the source of the error, has declined in
relative importance. In addition, the size of the error

differs across count[ms at any one hme Thus, IOlA1

road gasoline g~ves nc~thcr a good reprcsentatton of
aulomobde fuel use ~n any one coumry over tm~c,
nor a consistent mdtcatmn of autornobtle fuel use
across countrms

Measures of fuel use and activity: impact on
econometric calculations

Given the data problems we have described above, ~t
should not be surprising that these distortions might
have aa impact on economic modelling of the de-
mand for automobile fuel. In an accompanying
paper we found that using ’gasoline’ rather than
’automobile fuel’ and ’gasoline prices’ rather than
’automobile fuel prices’ tends to overestimate short-
term price elasticities of fuel demand and underesti-
mate income elasticities of fuel demandfl° Our
analysis covered only the period 1970-88; had we
included data for the 1960s, during which ’total
gasoline’ use exceeded ’total automobile fuel’ by as
much as a factor of two, the distortion would be even
larger. And inclusion of more recent years (now
underway) should increase the differences in results,
because the extension increases the weight of years
in which the use of diesel fuel (with its lower price)
has been important. Since the role of diesel fuel (and
quite likely many other fuels) as automobile fuel is
increasing, it is clearly important to model each fuel
separately, or at least to recognize the different
prices and market shares in studying future auto-
mobile fuel demand. And since the prices of differ-
ent fuels may vary substantially (with the possibility
of fuels like natural gas that may have high initial
costs but lower variable costs), the demand for travel
may also be dependent on the choice of fuel.

The vicious circle

The fuel use gap arises because of a larger difficulty
that has daunted researchers, namely the measure-
ment of a group of parameters that describe auto-
mobile use.2t These additional parameters include
the total number of automobiles, the distance
travelled per vehicle, and the fuel used per kilometre
of travel. These parameters are key to understand-
ing automotive fuel use. Wheaton gives the follow-
ing identity:zz

Total gasoline use = fuel use/kin x total km driven

He then notes that finding any two permits deter-
mination of the third. This is potentially misleading
and incorrect, unless the first two quantities are

1180 ENERGY POLICY December 1993
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Figure 4. Squaring the circle: automobile fuel use compo-
nents.

independently determined or any correlation be-
tween them or circular derivation is clearly exposed.
Indeed, Wheaton divides total road gasoline use by a
synthetic figure for gasoline use.tkm (a figure itself
open to question) to derive total kilometres driven.
He fu:rther divides this result by the number of cars
to obtain total distance travelled per car per year.
Clearly his results are in serious error if total road
gasoline misrepresents the fuel used by the vehicles
he is studying, if his estimates for fuel intensity
(energy/kin) are wrong, or if the number of ears
itself is incorrect.

The problem lies in the fundamental circularity of
the measurement process (Figure 4). Total auto-
mobile, fuel use per year, fuel use per kitometre and
kitometres driven per car per year form a trio of
numbers that should be distinguished by fuel. When
the number of cars in circulation is included in the
analysis, the vicious circle illustrated in Figure 4 is
complete. We wilt show that all the elements of this
circle are subject to errors in analysis.

Total automobile fuel use

As we have shown, measuring total automobile fuel
is not a simple task because the commonly used
proxy (total road gasoline) is inaccurate. Thus, 
must turn to more detailed data on both automobile
gasoline and diesel use.

Total automobile gasoline consumed is not really
known, but can be estimated rather closely by using
surveys of car users or judgement to eliminate the
small share of gasoline not used by cars.z3 Unfortu-
nately, this share was much larger in the past - as
much as 50% in the early 1960s - indicating great
data uncertainties in these early years.24 Neverthe-
less, we can estimate total use of gasoline for auto-
mobiles and, because surveys usually cover .the use

The vtclot~ ctrcle o[ measl,fr~ng automobde fuel ~.’~e

of the o’,her fuels, ~.l~is can be ex~ended to all
automobile fuel use.

In practice, experts m all countries appear to
follow the same procedurc: gather b~ts and pieces of
information about distancc, vehicle characteristics
and unit consumption (often supplied by trade asso-
ciations); estimate gasoline use for buses, commer-
cial trucks (mostly light trucks), motorcycles and
mopeds, boats and even lawn-mowers; assign the
residual to automobiles. In some cases this proce-
dure is done quite carefully, with iterations to pro-
vide a satisfactory and self-consistent accounting of
gasoline use among the various users.~

Total automobile diesel fuel can be estimated in
the same way. Information on consumption of road
diesel by buses (from operators or authorities) and
larger trucking companies (often regulated) chips
away at much of the fuel. Estimates of the diesel use
in taxis come from authorities as well. What remains
is to split the fuel use of light trucks used for freight
from that used as private automobiles. This proce-
dure presumes there is not a great deal of leakage
between the heating sector, where diesel is used as
’heating oil’, and the transport sector. Unfortunate-
ly, great differentials in taxation of these fuels
according to purpose, particularly in Italy and Den-
mark, have led to some leakage.

Fuel intensity, or fuel uselkilometre

The second element of the vicious circle is auto~
mobile fuel intensity, calculated as fuel use/kin.
Figure 5 shows the on-road fuel intensity of auto-
mobiles (including diesel vehicles) in nine countries

17

15
E

1970 197g 1978 1982 1996 199D

Figure 5. Automobile fuel intensities: on road (actual)
fleet averages (includes diesels, personal light trucks.
Litres of gasoline equivalen0.
Key: -0-0- USA; -A-~- Japan; -0-0- Germany; -I-II-
Norway; o~k-A- Sweden; -~-0- France; -~-0- Denmark;
-x-x- UK

Source: LBL-IES transport study.
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Figure 6. Distance travelled per automob{le.
Key: -(9-0- USA; -~-A- Japan; -@-O- Germany; -I-ii-
Norway;-A-A-Sweden;-0-O- France; -~-~- Denmark;
-x-x- UK

Source: National authorities.

over time. Aside from theoretical models of fuel use,
there are three ways to measure fuel intensity (fuel
use per kilometre) of vehicles:

¯ estimates of consumption for the stock, built from
tests of consumption for each vehicle type;

¯ direct surveys of users of cars, asking for fuel

consumed and distance driven;
¯ comparison of total fuel used with total distance

driven, yielding a ’top-down’ estimate of fuel
intensity.

Each of these calculations must be carried out for
each fuel. In the end, most experts apply fragments
of the first two methods in order to validate their
estimates derived from the third method.

The first method, estimating fuel intensity from
test values for the individual cars in the stock~ is very
inaccurate since the test values represent only those
for new cars sold (see ’The fuel intensity gap’
below). Given that the estimates of fuel use of new
cars based on tests is prone to error, Wheaton’s
attempt to synthesize a figure for fuel intensity for
entire stocks therefore must be viewed with great
suspicion.~

The second method, using various surveys
directed at auto users, provided a more accurate
measure of intensity° The US RTECS for 1985,
French, Swedish and Canadian surveys ask drivers
to note both how far they drive and how much fuel
they purchased.27 Sample size must be very large to
reduce the errors to suitable levels, say, an interval
smaller than the expected change in fuel intensity
from year to year. Surveys should include socio-
economic information on the owners, since informa-

tion on the hnk betwccn ,:octodcmograph~c charac
teristics and drEving pattcrns is often important for
forecasting. [n particular, Ihe survcy should g~vc
valuable informatton on ch:~ractcr~stbcs of car owner+
shtp and driving d~stancc. From these surveys.
aggregauon yields a measure of fuel economy for the
entire fleet,z8

The third method for estimating fuel intenslt),
relates total distance driven by automobiles to total
fuel used. This works if the quantity of each fuel
used for automobiles is well known and the numbers
of cars and distances driven by fuel types are also
well known, and clearly separaNe from the driving
of other vehicles. This method appears to be the one
applied by most authorities. Independent checks on
this calculation can be done using the first two
methods described above.

Our own experience with Denmark and Sweden,
as well as anecdotal evidence from Germany, sug-
gests that there are uncertainties in the number of
vehicles and in the distance driven per vehicle,z9 In
these cases we suspect that overcounting the rise in
kilometres driven leads to an underestimate of fuel
intensity, since the product of the two gives total fuel
(of a given kind), which in turn is often believed 
be fixed for a given year. Thus we conclude that only
the surveys provide accurate information on fuel
intensity. With proper weighting for vehicle types
and driving conditions (including seasonality), these
can give a good measure of fuel intensity.

Kilometres driven

The third element of the vicious circle is total
kitometres driven. Total distance driven is important
because of its relationship to many problems (noise,
accidents, road wear etc). This figure is obtained in
two ways, through traffic counts or through surveys
of individual vehicle users. Figure 6 shows our best
estimates of the yearly driving distance for all auto-
mobiles (and personal light trucks in Denmark and
the USA) over time. The upward trend during the
late 1980s appears widespread. The rather higher
values for the USA in the late 1980s, obtained by
dividing total automobile travel by the number of
cars in use on 1 July is confirmed by both the E[A
surveys and the Nationwide Personal Transportation
Survey (NPTS).3° For every other country the values
shown are confirmed by one or more personal
transportation surveys or other information that is
independent of traffic counts.

In principle, total driving can be measured from
traffic surveys that note vehicle-kilometres through
electronic or manual counting of vehicles. For the
USA, the main source is ’The VM-I’, published
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yearly by the Federal Highway Admimstratlon,
based on state-by-state data.3~ Unfortunately, such
data cannot be disaggregated among cars by fuel,
nor can such counts easily differentiate between cars
and trucks or buses. In addition, [he state data
sources themselves are open to suspicion. 32 In a
major study of energy use in Hawaii, for example,
figures for travel per car were given for each of the
Hawaiian islands. 33 When these were divided into
total~ gasoline sales on each island (as a proxy for
autamobile fuel use, there being relatively few heavy
trucks as Hawaii), the resulting figures for fueb’km
turned out to be identical to two decimal places for
all the islands[ Clearly the state derived total dis-
tance driven by dividing gasoline by some average
figure for fuel use per kin. Thus the sources of data
on automobile usage must be examined carefully.

The fundamental problem with traffic counts is
the uncertainty over how many vehicles are really
counted, and how these counts are related to traffic
on all roads. Wail explains the Swedish method.34

Firs~:, the number of axle impressions from road
counters is recorded. These are multipled by 0.92 to
give vehicles, and by 0.88 to give cars. The results,
which are counted for the intercity network in
Sweden, are then multiplied by 1.54 to give total car
traffic. Wall notes sceptically (ie without endorsing
the procedure) that these coefficients are considered
as constants over time, yet Swedish data show that
the relative numbers of vehicles with two axles
increased over time, and that the traffic of two-axled
light trucks itself has increased more than that of
cars. Also the multiplication of counts by a fixed
number assumes traffic patterns and the distribution
of activities within regions have been constant.
Whiile we cannot refute this assumption, we find it
dubious that the basic patterns of traffic have been
stable over so many years, with only the scale
chaiging. The US study tends to produce scepticism
of US data as well.3s

There are other, indirect methods for tabulating
kilometres driven. Odometer data recorded when
cars are sold, or from insurance companies, show the
distance a car of a given age has been driven.
Re~Nlar safety or emissions inspection data, which
almost always include the odometer reading of the
car, are also useful. Distance data may often be
obtained for vehicles in regulated commerce (taxis,
trucks, buses). For Sweden and Norway, additional
information is available for diesel automobiles,
which are subject to a yearly tax on distance driven.
However, these sources provide only data on driv-
ing, not on drivers or other variables that may be
central to explaining kilometres driven.

Th~ vtclo~ ctrde o[ measuring uutomobd¢ [ue! me

A much preferred method for mcasunng distance,
then, is to survey individual vehicle users, if these
surveys include in[ormauon on car characteristics
and the socioeconomic status of the owners, it ~s
relatively straightforward to generalize the results to
the entire household car population, using both
socioeconomic and demographic data for the
population and data oa the vehicle fleet. For ex-
ample, it is widely known that wealthier drivers
generally travel longer distances than poorer drivers,
that new cars are driven farther than used cars, that
second cars in households with two cars are driven
less than cars in households with only one car, that
driving distance depends on the location and charac-
teristics of the household owning the car, and that
driving distance depends on whether the owner pays
for the fuel or not~ Given all of these variations, it is
crucial that any survey of car use be weighted by the
characteristics of the survey population to the wider
distribution in the population as a whole.

Once the individual car users are surveyed, the
challenge is to generalize from the sample of house-
hold vehicles to the total automobile population that
includes taxis, fleet vehicles, rental cars, etc. In
practice, these other cars are driven more thar~
ordinary private vehicles raising the average distance
a car is driven, as estimated by national experts and
surveys, by roughly 5-10%.~ This problem is acute
for diesel cars in Europe. While the fleet of diesels in
the 1970s was dominated by taxis, which had very
high yearly distances, the fleet is now dominated by
personal vehicles, with much lower driving dis-
tances. The average distance a diesel car is driven
has thus dropped considerably because of this
change in the structure of the fleet, not out of any
consideration related to energy efficiency among
diesel cars per se. It is important to include the effect
of these vehicles because it is almost impossible to
exclude the fuet they consume.

One way to approach this problem is to use
national travel surveys such as the NPTS in the
USA, a similar survey in Denmark or the National
Travel Survey in the UK, which measure total travel
by all modes.37 Carefully designed, such surveys
capture distances individuals’ travel as drivers, as
passengers, in taxis etc. These can be used to check
other measures of total travel. Interestingly, the
NPTS for 1990 and FHWA Table VM-I do agree on
the total number of vehicle-kilometres cars are
driven in the USA when the NPTS data on work-
related driving are included.~

The stock of automobiles

The last element of our vinous circle is the number
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of cars in actual use Estimating the stock of cars
correctly is important for judging the impact of
ownership itself on travel and fuel use. From com-
parisons carried out in Sweden, the USA and
France, we know that the to~a[ number of cars
registered during a year is an overestimate of the
real number in use.39 The problems are threefold.
First, car use is seasonal, particularly in colder
countries. Thus, a better measure is the average
number of cars in use during the year. This figure
can be taken from many kinds of consumer expendi-
ture surveys if they are taken throughout the year,
but these surveys will miss the important fleets (I0%
of vehicIes owned and used directly by businesses,
taxis, rental cars, government cars etc) mentioned
above. Second, there is a clear danger in using ’total
registrations’ to represent fleets in use. Both new
cars and cars that ’expired’ during the year are
counted for the whole year, representing an over-
counting of roughly 5%. Cars under repair and cars
awaiting resale, cars garaged and not driven, are also
counted, as are cars that have effectively ’died’ but
are not removed from registration roils. Temporary
deregistration of cars to save fees, particularly dur-
ing winter months, as is common in Sweden, adds a
seasonal variation of another 5%, but this should be
ignored, as it will be reflected in driving surveys that
show lower driving per car. Finally, cars for which
registration is transferred from one jurisdiction to
another (in the USA, for example, between states)
may be counted in both places. In all, the compari-
sons of registrations and ’in use’ data in both the
USA and Sweden suggest that total registrations
overcount the real number of cars in actual use by
about 10--15%. As a rule, we find that using the
average number of cars in use during the year or the
average number in use on a particular day (even if
there is a slight systematic over- or underestimate of
the average number during the year) is a most
reliable measure of car use.4° For the USA, for
example, we use the R.L. Polk data reported in
Davis and Morris that reflect registrations on 1 July
of the year in question.41

Making the problem more complicated, however,
is the definition of ’car’. In the USA, nearly 20% of
the personal vehicles are light trucks or pickup
trucks (ie vehicles with cabs and flat beds), campers,
vans (ie delivery type vehicles with windows that
may have three or four rows of seats) or other
two-axled vehicles not always counted as cars in
surveys. Motorcycles are common, too, but far less
important to fuel consumption and easy to exclude
by assumptions. In the Scandinavian countries small
vans have risen in importance as personal vehicles.

These are counted as cars m Denmark, but as hghl
trucks in Norway and Sweden. where their numbers
are stdJ too small to have an importam mapac; on
personal travel In the UK, ~oo, vans arc sigmfica~
but clearly tdentifled ~n surveys Cmng difficulties m
removing gasohne-fuelled hght vans, Sorrell pre-
sents calculations for the UK tha~ include these
vans.42 In other countries in Europe, light trucks,
vans and campers make up a very small portion of
the personal vehicle Beet and tend to be counted as
trucks. Part of the difficulty we face here is that the
definition of light truck or van is sometimes based
only on gross weight, sometimes on net capacity,
and sometimes on the way the vehicle is registered.
So far, ignoring the activity of these vehicles has not
seriously distorted our observations of energy use or
activity for personal vehicles, except as noted above
for the USA and Denmark.~3 As we found, howev-
er, growth in the popularity of these vans and other
light trucks has a fundamental upward impact on
energy use for truck freight that deserves further
study.’~

Closing the fuel use gap: squaring the vicious circle?

Thus we see that all of the elements of the vicious
circle are open to errors. Only surveys can indepen-
dently determine these elements for the various
classes of cars (ie by fuel and possibly distinguishing
cars, light trucks, vans etc). Fortunately, the gap can
be closed and the circle squared.

In practice, a combination of survey data and
good judgement often resolves the problem so that
the errors that remain are smaller than the very real
effects that are being observed. Such results can be
seen from the material published by sources we used
for our automobile fuel-use calculations. All of these
efforts produce reasonable values for the elements
of the vicious circle. The US, German, and Japanese
sources published all of the elements of the circle
from 1970, the Dutch from 1984. The French sources
published most~ but not all, of the requisite data
from 1973-75, but surveys prepared in that country
by transport authorities square the circle and fill in
the years 1970-.73 adequately.~5

The information from the other countries is less
certain. Authorities in Denmark (the Ministry of
Transport and the National Energy Agency) use
more rough estimates of each of these parameters,
but they provide all of the elements of the circle.
Authorities in Sweden published one set of data for
the 1970.76 period;’~ a different authority prepared
data for 1980 and 1983--89.47 More recently, the
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute in
Linkdping, Sweden (VTI), began revising Swedish
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data to cover much of the period 1970-89, but the
method ts uncertain and the results st~ll
unpublished 48 Authorities m the UK (the Depart-
meat of Transport) and Norway (Transportokonom-
isk Institutt, Statistisk Sentalbyr$), have made fewer
efforts to assemble regularly all the required data to
permit study of long-term trends of the parameters
that determine automobile fuel use, although
rea:~onable ’official’ estimat,ons appear from time to
time. 49 For this reason we relied on private or
academic sources for these two countries. And while
the Canadian government supported a quarterly
automobile use and fuel consumption survey for a
tong period (1979--88), there has been virtually 
attempt to measure or deduce the elements at the
national level, which is why Canada is not included
in the present work.

Llnfortunately, little of this information is pub-
lished in any international form. Even the Interna-
tion~al Energy Agency’s recent analyses of energy
use in transportation contain conflicting infor-
mation.s° Figures for gasoline use/car are presented
in one place, figures for fuel use/kin in another, and
for kwdcar/year still elsewhere. In addition, these
data were only collected for a particular set of
studies. Consequently, most analysts understand-
ably fall back on the data published by the OECD in
their energy balances, or by the United Nations. As
we have seen, using these data is problematic.

Given all the problems reviewed up to this point,
we believe that the data shown in Table 1 can be
used by researchers and policy makers interested in
comparing fuel consumption and other characteris-
tics of automobile use. In the future we will en-
deavour to add countries to this list, and we will
expand our published data to include the character-
istics of fuel consumption for trucks and buses as
well.

Implications for analysis and policy

The fuel-use gap has important implications for
analysis. Many of the misunderstandings that arise
occu:r because either the analysts or their readers are
unaware of the ’gaps’ that exist in treatment of
automobile use. Since the size of these gaps can be
comparable to the size of the effects purportedly
being measured, misleading conclusions or implica-
lion,; arise from even the simplest of analyses. Since
many transport and energy policies aim at affecting
all the elements of the vicious circle (possibly includ-
ing automobile ownership), good survey instruments
musl: be devised to determine all of the elements and
their subsequent changes. In the following .sections

The vtctous orcle of measurtng automobde [uc[ use

wc review some of the pohc~es’ goals, whose mea-
sures of success wdl bc affected by such determina-

tions

lndtcators of fuel use and e[ficwncy

Consider how those data probtems affect some of
the more commonly used indicators of automobile
fuel use and fuel economy. Sterner, for example,
noted that total gasoline use/car fell significantly in
many countries in the 1960s.s~ The reason is nol
energy conservation, but rather the increasing share
of fuel for automobiles (vis-a-vis trucks and buses) in
total gasoline consumption. While we have not
studied the 1960s in great detail, we found that the
distortions noted above in Japan, Germany and the
USA were significantly greater in t965 than in 1970,
and even worse in 1960. The IEA used the same
indicator in one place (their Table 3) but limited the
time frame to the late 1970s and 1980s, hence the
errors from miscounting gasoline are smaller,s2

Von Weiz~cker and Jesinghaus chose to represent
gasoline per capita vs GDP per capita as an indicator
of energy efficiency. 53 They claimed that ’Holland
was an efficient country’ because the Dutch have a
low value of automobile gasoline relative to GDP.
Yet figures from the Dutch Bureau of Statistics show-
clearly that while 92% of total gasoline in 1989 was
consumed by automobiles, 34% of automobile fuel
was either diesel or LPG.54 Energy use/kin, energy
use/car/year, and energy use/per capita for cars for
the Dutch fleet did not differ significantly from the
values for neighbouring European countries. Thus,
it is in large part the accounting of fuels, not energy
efficiency per se, that gives rise to the effect yon
Weiz~cker and Jesinghaus report.

Fuel switching

Fuel switching is an important element of the dyna-
mic market for automobile fuels. The switch from
gasoline to diesel in some European countries (Ger-
many, Italy and France most markedly, but also
Denmark and Holland) appears as a drop in gasoline
use that overstates any change in automobile fuels.
As can be seen, the gasoline share of automobile
fuel in 1988 or t989 was close to 1 in the USA,
Sweden and Norway, fell to 0.92 in Japan and 0.87 in
Denmark, and reached as low as 0.73 in Italy and
0.84 in Germany.

It is this change that gives rise to the strange
results shown for Italy in 1988--89 in Figure 1. Recall
that for Italy, total road gasoline understates auto-
mobile fuel use significantly in recent years. The
shift away from gasoline to diesel (and other minor
fuels) was so important that even total road gasoline
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Figure 7. New car fuel economy: sales-weighted test
values.
Key: -C)-O- USA; -D-O- Italy; -A-Z3- Japan; °0-@-
Germany; -m-I- Norway; -A-h,- Sweden;-O-0- France;
-~-~- Denmark; -×-x- UK

understated total automobile fuel use. Indeed, be-
tween 1973 and 1988, the growth in automobile fuels
in Italy was 1.72 times the growth rate in ’gasoline’ in
that country. This works out to 3.7% per year!

Understanding the dynamics of fuel switching is
important as nearly every country is now ex-
perimenting with incentives to encourage lead free
fuel, alcohol fuels, or some other alternative fuels.
Both differences in fuel prices and differences in
new-car and yearly taxation, as’welt as differences in
vehicle efficiency, drove the switch from gasoline to
diesel.

The fuel intensity of the automobile stock

Much interest by policy makers today centres over
the degree to which fuel prices or other factors affect
fuel economy of the entire fleet, ss Since fuel eco-
nomy in any year is largely a function of decisions
made in the year when each car in the stock was
purchased, relating stock-wide fuel economy to price
is not straightforward, but this problem can be
handled using lagged variables. Using total road
gasoline to represent the energy used by auto-
mobiles, and total vehicle kilometres driven, or only
total number of automobiles, will give a very mis-
leading estimate of the real change in fuel economy
of cars because of the inaccuracy of total road
gasoline discussed above. As Figure l suggests, the
effect will be to overstate the increase in fuel eco-
nomy tie decline in fuel/km) over time. In general,
difficulties arise because of uncertainties in the other
three figures in the vicious circle: number of cars by
fuel, fuel use and distance driven per vehicle. For
the USA (and probably Canada), changes in fleet

fuel intensity have been considerably larger than
uncertainties in the other p~,rameters Changes in
Italy (due largely to the increase m dmsel cars) als(~
portend real improvements larger than the uncer-
tainties in data. Since diesels tend to use iess energy/
kilometre, failure to include them directly affects
the gauging of fuel intensity. The French surveys pm
down fuel intensity satisfactorily. In the UK there ~s
a smali uncertainty, perhaps 5%, somewhat larger
than the likely change in real fuel economy,s6 But
for Sweden, Norway and Germany, where few
measurements of stockwide fuel economy have been
undertaken, it is clear that changes in fuel intensity
remain somewhat uncertain because the other
elements of the vicious circle are also uncertain.

The fuel intensity of new cars

Figure 7 shows the sales-weighted new car intensities
for a variety of OECD countries. Changes in new-
car fuel economy are an important indicator of
future fuel economy. They should reveal the short-
term reactions of car manufacturers and buyers to
changes in fuel prices. Since a change in new-car fuel
economy may be a policy goal stimulated by changes
in fuel prices, new car taxation, or standards such as
the CAFE standards in the USA, observers want to
see the change soon to judge the effectiveness of the
policies,s7

The problem of measuring fuel economy is parti-
cularly difficult for new cars. The reason is the gap
between test and actual fuel economy. The test is
carried out on a pre-determined driving cycle (for
the EEC) or indeed on a machine (USA, Germany).
A figure is then calculated by weighting the results
for various parts of the cycle representing different
speeds and driving conditions. It is widely known
that new-car fuel economy tests, while using indica-
tors of the relative fuel economy of different new
cars, are a poor measure of actual fuel use.5s Our
survey of international literature suggests that real
consumption/kilometre is 15-25% more that test
consumption as reported by national authorities,s9

We summarize our findings here.
The gap between test fuel economy and actual use

arises for several reasons:

® The formulae used to construct the ’real’ cycle
from road tests misrepresent the proportions of
city (ie congested and stop-and-start) and urban
(ie uncongested, steady) driving.

¯ The actual conditions of use in either of these
parts of the cycle, including hills, weather, etc are
themselves worse than modelled, leading to aa
increase in actual fuel consumption.
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® Driver behavlour (ie speed, acceleration, cold
slart) reflects patterns that are themselves more
fuel-intensive than the patterns used m tests.

¯ The test values do not represent cars actually
sold, either because the cars tested are somehow
doctored, or because cars actually bought contain
more fuel-intensive features (larger engines, tur-
bogeneration, more accessories) than are re-
flected in either the tests or the sales-weightings.

¯ Standards of maintenance vary so that even re-
latively new vehicles soon fait to perform as
designed.

Additionally, the gap may be large if the vehicles
counted in the weightings do not accurately repre-
sent the entire new-car fleet. In Denmark, for
example, authorities publish values based on only
the top 10 models, formerly the top 20. Our tabula-
tion of the entire new-car fleet in 1990 shows that
this practice introduces a small inaccuracy. The top
10 cars sold had a weighted fuel intensity of 7.67
1/10t3 kin, the top 20 sold one of 7.47 1/100 km, and
the entire run of models 7.61 1/100 km, based on
analyses of sales data supplied by the Ministry of
Finance. Switching from 20 to only 10 models (be-
tween 1988 and 1990) to make the weightings intro-
duced inaccuracies that were as large as the actual
changes in weighted fuel economy over several
year:;. And the Swedish practice of performing the
weightings by brand names, not by individual model,
allows for the influence of large engines or fuel-
intensive options that raise fuel intensity to escape
the figures calculated using ’base models’. Thus even
the weighting procedures can be inaccurate° Since
power, size and performance has increased in recent
years, these problems will tend to increase the gap
between actual and test fuel economy.

There are other good reasons to believe that this
gap may be growing.~ Increases in the size of the
gap make this problem even more contentious: the
real-world achievement, a certain level of fuel eco-
nomy, diverges from what was promised. This
actually occurred in Germany, where the manufac-
turers’ pledges of improved fuel economy, based on
the sl:atic tests, diverged increasingly from what was
obtained in real road tests (and on the road). 
contrast, the pledges of the auto industry in Sweden
to btS:ng the weighted average fuel intensity down to
8.5 1/I00 km were more closely achieved, since the
sales weighted average in the late 1980s lay in the
interlal 8.2--8.3 1/100 km and the Swedish test values
themselves lay close to ’reality’, according to con-
sumer surveys.61 On the other hand, the overall
stock in Sweden showed only about a 10% imProve-

The vtoou.~ cercle o[ enea.~urmg automobde ]’uel uge

ment Was this because the tcsls and surveys were
incorrect indicators of fuel economy, or because the
approach taken to estimate real fuel economy of the
fleet was flawed? In the UK, the existence of the gap
has been known for some ume, with tests underesu-
mating the published fuel intensity values by I0-
200/0. 62 Unfortunately, the UK authorities do not
provide a yearly sales-weighted average of estimated
fuel economy.63 Finaliy, an important and increasing
gap appeared in France.64 This gap increased over
time, and was found to be larger for larger and more
powerful cars than for smaller cars.

The conclusion is clear: using test values of new
car fuel intensity to represent either actual values of
new car intensity or, by building a model of the stock
by vintage, estimating stock vintage, is clearly
fraught with dangers. Resolving this uncertainty
over the fuel ecortomy gap is particularly important
for Germany and France, where overall improve-
ment in fleet fuel economy between 1973 and 1989
appears to be small, under 15%, although the
changes in new car fuel economy as published by
national authorities are apparently much larger.
Which version is correct? In Sweden and the UK, by
contrast, the changes in reported new car fuel in-
tensity figures between 1978 and 1990 are small,
under 18%, but the apparent changes in the intensity
of the fleet are even smaller. What really happened?
Clearly, if the elements of the quartet used to
determine actual fuel economy are fraught with
uncertainties, the changes in fuel economy might
have to accumulate in the stock over several years
before anything definite can be said abqut the real
impact of changes in new car fuel economy on fleet
fuel economy. Since the stock fuel economy itself is
uncertain, this leads to even more delays for sound
analysis.

Directions for future analyses

Analysts must take a second look at the data pre-
sented and assumptions used, as Sorrell does.65 Are
the data in the ’vidous circle’ at least self-consistent?
How many of these elements are likely to have been
independently determined? Are driving distances
independently confirmed by driving surveys? Are
fuels broken down by type? Are definitions of
vehicles and distinctions by fuel type clear? Where
alternative fuels are important, particularly diesel,
are their prices properly represented? If these ques-
tions can be answered in the affirmative, then the
modeller can probably shed light on important ques-
tions of relevance to today’s energy and environ-
mental policy making.

Gately’s 1990 review of automobile fuel use in the
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USA meets many of the criteria named above.6~’ FIe
chose a time series for automobile fuel use that,
despite some imperfectIons, has been ’cleaned’ of
non-automobile gasoline use. Automobile diesel
fuel use in the USA has been insignificant for most
of the period Gately studied, except for a brief
period in the late 1970s and early 1980s when there
were several million diesel vehicles, so that factor is
not important. His parameters describing both total
distance travelled and numbers of vehicles come
from the same source. It is important for the reader
to bear in mind that roughly 15% of US gasoline use
is not covered by Gately’s calculations.

Sterner, Dahl and Franzen present an alternative
approach.67 They studied the implications of taxation
and prices in general for COs emission from gasoline
use. In so far as their analysis is in fact only applied
to gasoline, their work makes useful predictions for
what might happen to gasoline use. But the compo-
nents of gasoline or fuel use (including use for trucks
and buses) in most countries are significantly differ-
ent in the 1990s than in the early 1980s or before, ie
the period covered by most of the estimation. There-
fore, applying their conclusions to automobile fuel
use must be done with caution, since their historical
analysis is not based on automobile fuel use.

The problem for analysts is to learn how changes
in different fuel prices might affect the use of
gasoline and other fuels in different components of
the vehicle stock. Our own ~vork shows that a
reasonably accurate breakdown of automobile fuel
use and fuel price can be obtained for almost any
country. Our simple modelling exercise shows that
obtaining a better measure of fuel use is important to
the statistical results. Good results can be obtained
from data that respect the problems of the vicious
circle. 68 Such results can then be applied to the
current discussion of how fuel use affects the
environment.69 The challenge is to combine all three
approaches, something we hope to present in the
near future.

Conclusion: closing the gap and squaring the
circle

Clearly, this report shows that the uncritical use of
’total road gasoline’ from OECD balances or UN
publications as a measure of automobile fuel use can
lead to serious errors. If this independent variable is
used, the implications of modelling fuel use for
automobiles, trucks, buses and motorcycles to de-
rive conclusions regarding fuel use in automobiles
should be explored. The likely result, however, will
be confusion, if the modeller then has to explain how

the results might differ bctwcen different vehIcles
Otherwise, the modeller should formulate her
hypothesis with futl regard In the errors of measure-
ment when total road gasoline Js taken as the
independent variable. As we have shown, resear-
chers can obtain good data for almost any country
from natiouM sources, but researchers should avoid
data from different international sources. National
sources must explain their methods, data and
assumptions. Most important, the national sources
must explain how the problem of the vicious circle
has been resolved and where the ’gaps’ remain
Given all these problems, we believe that the data
we present in TaMe 1 offer a good representation of
the fuel used by automobiles in a variety of OECD
countries.
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